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(57)Abstract: 
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To secure interchangeability between 
media having different re-crystallizing speeds and the dependency 
on the velocity in a phase transition type recording medium. 
SOLUTION: When an amorphous mark of the length nT is formed in 
a phase transition type recording medium, by alternately providing a 
period aiT (1<i<m) applying a recording power Pw and a period piT 
applying a bias power Pb, a laser power is divided into (m) pulses. 
In this division, the combination of aiT, piT or a ratio between Pb in 
PiT and an erasing power Pe:9=Pb/Pe and Pw is recorded in a 
phase transition medium itself. A recording device controls the 
laser power according to the combination of the recorded 
parameter. Consequently, interchangeability between the media 
having different characteristics is secured. 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] Clock period T is followed in laser power. The record power Pw, the elimination power Pe, And 
perform formation or elimination of an identifiable amorphous mark optically in becoming irregular among at 
least 3 values of the bias power Pb, and it sets to a phase change mold record medium at the optical recording 
approach which records and eliminates data. The period which sets to alphalT, alpha2T,alphamT the period 
which impresses the record power Pw, and impresses the bias power Pb as beta IT, beta2T,     betamT The 
impression period for laser power by selecting one by one with alphalT, betalT, alpha2T, beta2T, alphamT, 
and betamT The laser power which records the amorphous mark of die length nT for n as two or more integers 
is divided into m pulses. The parameter which consists k of the integers from 0 to 2, and j are made into the 
parameter which consists of the real numbers from 0 to 2, and the minimum value of said n is set to nmin. 
nmin-k>=l, m=n-k, alphal+betal+ + alphaiT by which division was carried out [ above-mentioned ] the 
condition [ alpha m+beta m=n-j=nL ], The optical recording approach characterized by indicating beforehand 
the division-of-timer-pulse-period information about the combination of ratio Pbi/Pe=thetai with the bias power 
Pbi and Pe in betaiT or this betaiT, the elimination power Pe, and the record power Pw on a disk, and recording 
by choosing this division-of-timer-pulse-period information. 
[Claim 2] The eight-to-fourteen modulation of the mark length modulation which made the minimum linear 
velocity VL the range of 1.2 - 1.4 m/S, and was set to m=n, n-1, or n-2 is used. Select linear velocity V as a 
value of the finite individual of VL, 2VL, 4VL, or 6VLs, and linear velocity V sets to two or more VLs. 
alphalh=l .5 or 1.0, and i set to betal h=alpha ih=0.5 in the range of 2 <=i<=m, and set to all the linear velocity 
V. Shall take a value and linear velocity V sets to 2VLs. i — the range of 2 <=i<=m — setting — alpha i+beta i- 
1=1.0 - carrying out — betamO [ and ] — containing — beta m!=beta i (i<m) — i sets to Pbi=Pr**0.5mW by 
making Pr into playback light power to the range of 1 <=i<=m, and linear velocity V sets to VL. The optical 
recording approach according to claim 1 which i considers as 0.05<alphai<0.5 and lh of alphal L<=alpha in the 
range of 2 <=i<=m, and is characterized by i considering [ in / in linear velocity V / the range of 1 <=i<=m ] as 
Pbi=Pe in 4VLs and 6VLs. 
[Claim 3] The minimum linear velocity VL is in the range of 1.2-1.4m/s using m=n, n-1, or the eight-to- 
fourteen modulation method set to n-2. The value of the finite individual of V=VL, 2VL, 4VL, or 6VLs shall be 
taken for linear velocity V. alphai — alphai=0.05-1.5 — carrying out — all linear velocity — setting — i — as the 
range of 2 <=i<=m - alpha i+beta i-l=L0 - and Ratio theta=Pb/Pe [ shall take the value in which betam differs 
from other betai including 0, and ] the bias power Pb and the elimination power Pe Or it is the optical recording 
approach according to claim 1 which considered as the constant value which does not depend for Pb on a record 
medium and linear velocity, and made alphai small in monotone, so that the linear velocity at the time of record 
was low about the same record medium. 
[Claim 4] The optical recording approach according to claim 1 of adjusting gammaT uniformly to alphaiT in 
case i changes alphai according to linear velocity as range of 1 <=i<=m. 
[Claim 5] It is a phase change mold record medium suitable for the optical recording approach according to 
claim 2 or 3. On a substrate, at least A lower dielectric layer, a {(GeTe)y(Sb2Te3)l-y} 1-xSbx (however, 
0<=x<0.1 and 0.2< y<0.9) recording layer, The phase change mold record medium with which the up dielectric 
layer and the metallic reflective layer are formed one by one, and record layer membrane thickness is 
characterized by being the range whose thickness of 15-30nm and an up dielectric protective layer is 10-30nm. 
[Claim 6] It is a phase change mold record medium suitable for the optical recording approach according to 
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claim 2 or 3. On a substrate, at least A lower dielectric layer, {My(Tel-xSbx) 1-y (However, it In(s) and Ga(s). 
0<=y<0.3, 0.5< x<0.9, and M) Zn, Si, Pb, Co, Cr, Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, S, The phase change mold record 
medium with which the at least one-sort recording layer chosen from Se and O, the up dielectric layer, and the 
metallic reflective layer are formed one by one, and record layer membrane thickness is characterized by being 
the range whose thickness of 15-30nm and an up dielectric layer is 10-30nm. 
[Claim 7] It is a phase change mold record medium to claim 5 recorded by the irregularity between 
intermittence of the slot for light beam guidance arranged in the field to which said division-of-timer-pulse- 
period information approached the most inner circumference or the outermost periphery of a record section, 
Mizouchi, or a slot. 
[Claim 8] The phase change mold record medium according to claim 5 recorded by the frequency modulation 
from which said division-of-tirner-pulse-period information serves as periodic meandering of the slot arranged 
in the field which touched the most inner circumference or the outermost periphery of a record section. 
[Claim 9] The recording device for the phase change mold record medium characterized by reading the 
division-of-timer-pulse-period approach indicated on the phase change mold record medium, and performing 
mark length modulation record to a phase change mold record medium according to the division-of-timer-pulse- 
period approach and linear velocity which were specified. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 
[0001] 
[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to an optical record medium, the optical record approach, and 
equipment. It is related with the record medium and recording device which are used for the record approach 
and this which can secure in more detail the compatibility between the disks with which a recrystallization 
property differs information from a linear-velocity dependency about record, elimination, and a refreshable 
phase change mold optical record medium by the exposure of laser light etc. 
[0002] 
[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, development about the optical disk using laser is briskly 
performed as a record medium which meets increase of amount of information, and the demand of the high 
density and improvement in the speed of record and playback. There are a postscript mold recordable only at 
once and a rewriting mold which any number of times can eliminate [ record and ] in a recordable optical disk. 
As a rewriting mold optical disk, the magneto-optic-recording medium using the photoelectromagnetic effect 
and the phase change medium using change of a reversible crystallized state are mentioned. A phase change 
medium does not need an external magnetic field, but is only the power modulation of laser light, and record 
and elimination are possible for it. Furthermore, it has the advantage that 1 beam over-writing which performs 
elimination and re-record to coincidence with a single beam is possible. The technique of eliminating by 
forming a record mark and crystallizing this is common by making the minute part of mum order of record film 
make it amorphous in the phase change recording method in which 1 beam over-writing is possible. A 
germanium-Te system, a germanium-Te-Sb system, an In-Sb-Te system, a germanium-Sn-Te system alloy thin 
film, etc. are mentioned using a chalcogen system alloy thin film in many cases as such a recording layer 
ingredient used with a phase change recording method. 
[0003] Generally, in the phase change record medium of a rewriting mold, in order to realize two conditions (a 
crystallized state and amorphous state) which are different from each other, the laser light power of two 
different level is used. It explains taking the case of the case where form an amorphous mark from the initial 
state crystallized in this method, and crystallize this again, and an amorphous mark is eliminated. 
Crystallization is fully higher than the crystallization temperature of a recording layer, and is made by heating a 
part for a record layer to temperature lower than the melting point. In this case, a recording layer is pinched by 
the dielectric layer, or a long ellipse form beam is used in the migration direction of a beam so that a cooling 
rate may become slow at extent with sufficient crystallization carried out. On the other hand, amorphous-ization 
is performed by heating and quenching a recording layer to temperature higher than the melting point. In case 1 
beam over-writing is performed in the usual phase change medium, a record pulse is modulated between record 
laser power and the elimination laser power of power lower than it, and it records, eliminating the amorphous 
mark of the past already recorded. In this case, a dielectric layer functions as a heat dissipation layer for 
obtaining cooling rate (supercooling rate) sufficient by the recording layer. Furthermore, also in order to prevent 
the deformation accompanying melting and the volume change of the recording layer in the above heating and 
cooling processes, and the thermal damage to a plastic plate or to prevent degradation of the recording layer by 
moisture, it has a role with the important above-mentioned dielectric layer. Generally, the quality of the material 
of a dielectric layer is selected from viewpoints, such as optically transparent being a thing, that the melting 
point, softening temperature, and decomposition temperature are high, that film formation is easy, and having 
suitable thermal conductivity, to laser light. 
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[0004] 
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Formation of an amorphous mark is performed by cooling a part for 
the record layer made to once fuse by record power with the speed more than a critical cooling rate (Mitsubishi 
Kasei R&D Review vol.4 No two p68-81). When the same lamination is used, it depends for this cooling rate 
on linear velocity. That is, in high linear velocity, a cooling rate becomes quick, and a cooling rate becomes 
slow in low linear velocity. In order to check this, the disk which is the lamination used also in the example of 
this invention and which formed lOOnm and a GeSbTe recording layer for the ZnS:Si02 mixing film, and 
formed 20nm and lOOnm of aluminum alloy film for 25nm and the ZnS:Si02 mixing film one by one on the 
polycarbonate substrate performed heat distribution simulation using a general finite difference method. In this 
case, the record power (level) Pw and the base power (level) Pb on count were irradiated, and after carrying out 
a temperature up so that a recording layer may reach the highest attainment temperature of even 1350 degrees 
C, in the process in which temperature descends, the critical cooling rate in near the melting point (600 degrees 
C) was investigated in the location to which 0.1 micrometers went from the pulse irradiation starting position. 
Linear velocity of the result was [ in more than number K/ns and 4 m/s ] 0.9K/ns 2.2K/ns in 10 or more m/s at 
1.4 m/s. 
[0005] The cooling rate at the time of some or all of a melting field re-solidifying does not reach the critical 
cooling rate for amorphous-izing, but recrystallization takes place after record melting, and the above is 
considered because formation of sufficient amorphous mark becomes difficult, when disk linear velocity is 
comparatively small. When drawing 2 which will become like drawing 1 if the playback wave of the record 
mark which recrystallized after melting is observed, and shows the condition of an amorphous film part is 
referred to collectively, at a part for the first portion of a record mark, recrystallization is large and it turns out 
in a part that it is made amorphous comparatively good in the second half of a mark. It can be explained that it 
is because it recrystallizes without the heat by the laser radiation to the field which is equivalent to a part in the 
second half of a mark conducting 1 ** to the field equivalent to a part for the fused mark first portion by the 
continuous irradiation of the laser beam by which this is equivalent to record power, consequently quenching a 
part for the mark first portion. In this case, in a part, since the laser beam which corresponds immediately after 
that at record power is no longer irradiated, there is no conduction of excessive heat and the fused part becomes 
a good amorphous substance in the second half of a mark. If the above is taken into consideration and a record 
pulse will be divided by once dropping power after exposure initiation of record power, it can be reasoned that 
the time temperature change of a recording layer becomes in quenching, and it becomes possible to suppress 
degradation of the mark by the recrystallization at the time of record. 
[0006] As an example of the record approach in consideration of the above, JP,2-165420,A, JP,4-212735,A, 
JP,5-62193,A, JP,5-325258,A, Each official report of JP,1-116927,A, and Jap.J vol.30 No.4 (1991), In what 
there is pp677-681 grade and used the off pulse, 40th applied-physics relation union meeting spring lecture 
meeting 29 a-B -4, JP,7-37251,A, Each official report of JP,6-4867,A, JP,1-253828,A, JP,1-150230,A, JP,1- 
315030,A, JP,4-313816,A, JP,2-199628,A, and JP,63-113938,A etc. is mentioned. 
[0007] On the other hand, a record-medium side, if it carries out from a viewpoint of a recording layer 
ingredient especially, at the time of record, the configuration of an amorphous mark etc. will become settled at 
the critical cooling rate for amorphous mark formation, and the crystallization rate from the melting field at the 
time of re-coagulation. At the time of elimination, an elimination ratio becomes settled in the nucleation in solid 
phase, and the crystallization property governed by the nuclear growth rate. The property of such a matter 
proper changes greatly with a recording layer ingredient and presentations, as current and a useful recording 
layer ingredient currently put in practical use or put in practical use, although it is the alloy which uses 3 yuan, 
germanium, Sb, and Te, as a principal component, and the alloy which uses Ag, In, lb, and Te as a principal 
component, the property of the above-mentioned matter proper with a natural thing size-comes, and it hears it — 
it differs. Furthermore, it depends for a cooling rate or the incubation time amount for crystallization also on the 
lamination of a record medium greatly. As mentioned above, as for the recording layer of a phase change 
medium, it is common to be inserted by the heat-resistant dielectric protective layer. Moreover, a metallic 
reflective layer is further used on the protective layer of the recording layer upper part in many cases. The time 
amount maintained by the cooling rate of a recording layer and the elevated temperature with the thermal 
property and thickness of a protective layer or a reflecting layer with a natural thing differs. 
[0008] By performing optimization of the above recording layer ingredients and lamination, it is the recording 
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device which uses specific linear velocity and the specific record approach (the record division-of-timer-pulse- 
period approach), and it is possible to perform informational record, elimination, and playback with a sufficient 
property. Since linear velocity and the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach the lamination of the record 
medium and a recording layer presentation can be adapted are narrow, although it is effective at the time of 
record by the linear velocity and the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach of a certain fixed range, and the 
specific medium, it becomes impossible however, to perform good record only by such optimization in many 
cases by the medium from which the bottom of the condition from which linear velocity differs greatly, and a 
recrystallization property differ. That is, as long as it was designed only for the specific medium with a 
recording device side and the fixed division-of-timer-pulse-period approach was adopted, it was difficult to take 
the compatibility of the phase-change optical disk medium which has the recrystallization property which is 
different from each other, therefore a linear velocity dependency. Unless this problem is solved, the troubles in 
a user side occur one after another, and development of the sound commercial scene of a phase change medium 
cannot be desired. 
[0009] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] this invention person etc. proposes also about the concrete approach for 
proposing the approach of the division of timer pulse period doubled with linear velocity and each medium at 
the time of record, and securing compatibility for solution of the above-mentioned problem. 
[0010] The optical recording approach of this invention follows clock period T in laser power. Namely, the 
record power Pw, In the optical recording approach which performs formation or elimination of an identifiable 
amorphous mark optically, and records and eliminates data at a phase change mold record medium in becoming 
irregular among at least 3 values of the elimination power Pe and the bias power Pb The period which sets to 
alpha IT, alpha2T,     alphamT the period which impresses the record power Pw, and impresses the bias power 
Pb as beta IT, beta2T,betamT The impression period for laser power by selecting one by one with alpha IT, 
betalT, alpha2T, beta2T,     alphamT, and betamT The laser power which records the amorphous mark of die 
length nT for n as two or more integers is divided into m pulses. The parameter which consists k of the integers 
from 0 to 2, and j are made into the parameter which consists of the real numbers from 0 to 2, and the minimum 
value of said n is set to nmin. nmin-k>=l, m=n-k, alphal+betal+ + alphaiT by which division was carried 
out [ above-mentioned ] the condition [ alpha m+beta m=n-j=nL ], a ratio with the bias power Pbi and Pe in 
betaiT or this betaiT — it is characterized by indicating beforehand the division-of-timer-pulse-period 
information about the combination of Pbi/Pe=theta, the elimination power Pe, and the record power Pw on a 
disk, and recording by choosing this division-of-timer-pulse-period information. 
[0011] Moreover, the phase change mold record medium of this invention is a phase change mold record 
medium suitable for the above-mentioned optical recording approach. On a substrate, at least A lower dielectric 
layer, a {(GeTe)y(Sb2Te3)l-y) 1-xSbx (however, 0<=x<0.1 and 0.2< y<0.9) recording layer, The up dielectric 
layer and the metallic reflective layer are formed one by one, and record layer membrane thickness is 
characterized by the thickness of 15-30nm and an up dielectric protective layer being 10-30nm. 
[0012] It replaces with above. Moreover, the phase change mold record medium of this invention It is a phase 
change mold record medium suitable for said optical recording approach. At least on a substrate A lower 
dielectric layer, {My(Tel-xSbx) 1-y (0<=y<0.3 and 0.5< x<0.9 - and) [ however, ] M In, Ga, Zn, Si, Pb, Co, 
Cr, Cu, Ag, Au, The at least one-sort recording layer chosen from Pd, Pt, S, Se, and O, the up dielectric layer, 
and the metallic reflective layer are formed one by one, and record layer membrane thickness is characterized 
by the thickness of 15-30nm and an up dielectric layer being 10-30nm. 
[0013] Furthermore, the recording device of this invention reads the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach 
indicated on the phase change mold record medium, and is characterized by performing mark length modulation 
record to said phase change mold record medium according to the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach and 
linear velocity which were specified. 
[0014] 
[Embodiment of the Invention] Especially since the start edge location and back end location of a record mark 
correspond to record data in mark length record, it is important. If the clock period adopted at the time of a 
certain maximum linear velocity Vh is set to Th, the mark die length recorded by specifying n, i.e., nTh, will be 
decided. In order to record the mark of the same die length with the low linear velocity V, clock period T is set 
to count top (Vh/V) xTh, and the mark of the same die length should be obtained by nT pulse. Generally 
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adjusting clock period T in this way according to linear velocity has already been performed. However, desired 
mark length is not necessarily obtained in fact by expansion of the mark length by thermal diffusion, or mark 
length compaction by recrystallization. Such a thing tends to happen, especially when the minimum linear 
velocity VL is the low linear velocity of less than 4-6 m/s. Then, a record pulse is divided and the temperature 
distribution in a recording layer are adjusted by shortening each division pulse width. The record pulse in the 
record approach of such a mark length modulation is shown in drawing 3 . 
[0015] Drawing 3 shows the example which divided the laser power for recording the mark of die length nT 
into the pulse of a n-k individual. When the laser power for pulse duration nT, i.e., the pulse train used as = 
(alpha l+betal + +alpham+betam) n, is impressed to recording nT mark depending on the case, heating time 
becomes long too much and a mark longer than required die length may be able to be written. In that case, it 
may consider as =(alphal+betal+ +alpham+betam) n-j (j is the real number of the range of 0< j<=2), and 
pulse number-of-partitions m=n-k may be changed according to it. In drawing 4 , as an example, betai (1 
<=i<=m _i) was set constant, and the pattern made into the value from which only betam differs was illustrated. 
In this case, by adjustment of betam, n-j can be changed and the desired mark length nT can be obtained. 
[0016] When the linear velocity at the time of record differs to a record medium, it is comparatively easy to 
record high quality with a large linear velocity according to changing a clock period in proportion to linear 
velocity as mentioned above, and also fitting the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach to the medium, and 
making it change. On the other hand, to the phase change mold record medium with which lamination differs 
from the ingredient of a recording layer and a presentation a little, the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach 
and change by the linear velocity must carry out, and a way must be changed according to the property of each 
phase change mold medium. That is, when a cooling rate becomes [ linear velocity ] small late, or when the 
critical cooling rate for amorphous-izing of the phase change mold medium which it is going to record is large 
and an amorphous mark is hard to be formed, the record division-of-timer-pulse-period approach is changed, 
and the cooling rate of a melting field is enlarged. 
[0017] Although it is in the parameter of the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach that it should be made to 
change according to the property of each phase change medium, partly, since pulse number-of-partitions m=n-k 
and pulse duration nL=n-j, and the way that did not depend alpha i+beta i on linear velocity and a medium, 
either, but set it constant further can use the circuitry which synchronized with the clock period, when 
simplifying a pulse control circuit, it is desirable. In this invention, shorten pulse width alphaiT from which the 
record power Pw serves as ON, and time amount betaiT which becomes off is lengthened, or the ratio to the 
elimination power Pe of the laser light power (bias power) Pbi impressed to period betaiT from which the 
record power Pw becomes off — Pbi/Pe=theta i because lower linear velocity makes it low Control that heat 
accumulates in 1 mark, a cooling rate is made to increase, and recrystallization is prevented. However, the 
record power Pw and the elimination power Pe take the value which changes with each linear velocity with a 
natural thing. 
[0018] Especially Pe is chosen as the power which can eliminate an amorphous mark when only it is irradiated 
only once in direct current, more — concrete — fmax=l/(2nmaxT) or fmin=l/(2nminT) — when Pe is irradiated 
in direct current on the mark recorded with single frequency (50% of duty ratios), Pe from which attenuation of 
the carrier level of the eliminated signal is set to about 20dB or more is chosen, or fmax=l/(2nmaxT) — the 
mark top recorded with single frequency (50% of duty ratios) - fmin=l/(2nminT) - the signal of single 
frequency (50% of duty ratios) — over-writing (at this time) Even if it divides a record pulse, it is not necessary 
to carry out but, and when it became irregular and carries out with binary [ of Pw and Pe ], Pe is chosen so that 
the difference of the carrier level of fmin and the carrier level of eliminated fmax may be set to about 20dB or 
more. In addition, Pw is chosen so that the C/N ratio (Carrier to Noise ratio) of the record signal of fmax and 
fmin may be set to about 45dB or more. 
[0019] In each linear velocity, the record power Pw is not dependent on pulse duration nT, and it is desirable 
that it is fixed and fixed between [ by which it was divided in one mark / each ] pulses, when simplifying a 
pulse control circuit. It is well-known to change Pw, Pe, and clock period T according to the linear velocity at 
the time of record. However, this invention person etc. proposes changing the division-of-timer-pulse-period 
approach according to linear velocity and a medium first. Although the parameter which describes these 
division-of-timer-pulse-period approaches may be continuously changed according to linear velocity, it may be 
gradually changed for every range of fixed linear velocity. Since it becomes impossible to take a servo signal 
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and a tracking servo stops starting here when Pbi is set to 0, it is not desirable. Moreover, since a recording 
layer will fuse, and elimination becomes rather impossible, it is not [ be / it / if / Pbi exceeds Pe, ] desirable. 
After all, as for Pbi, it is more desirable than 0 that it is below Pe in size. 
[0020] In order to secure the compatibility of a different phase change medium, the information about the 
division-of-timer-pulse-period approach which was suitable for the disk beforehand is recorded on the disk to 
be used. Although the division-of-timer-pulse-period information is made adjustable among the above- 
mentioned parameters (Pw, Pe, thetai, alphai), it is indicated to change combination according to the linear 
velocity to be used. The division approach is indicated about the linear velocity V in VL and Vh about the linear 
velocity V of the range of VL<=V<=Vh, and this publication can interpolate and use the parameter to VL and 
Vh about V in the meantime. The irregularity between intermittence of the slot for light beam guidance to the 
field close to the most inner circumference or the outermost periphery of a record section of a disk to be used, 
Mizouchi, or a slot can indicate the above-mentioned information. Or in CD-E, the frequency modulation used 
as periodic meandering of the slot for light beam guidance to the field close to the most inner circumference or 
the outermost periphery of a record section can indicate. Although the signal record approach itself [ such ] is 
put in practical use in CD-R and it was called the ATIP signal (technique given in JP,2-87344,A, JP,3-3168,A, 
etc.), the written contents indicated by this invention and its usage were not learned conventionally. 
[0021] Occasionally it is desirable for it not to be fixed and to change Pbi in betaiT period by the ratio theta i of 
Pbi and Pe, in order to prepare the form of an amorphous mark, although a circuit becomes complicated. By the 
pattern for 4T mark illustrated to drawing 5 (a), during the period of betaiT, first, Pb took 0<Pb<Pe and, 
subsequently mentioned the case where it was made to change with Pb=Pe. Moreover, it considered as Pb=Pe 
previously and Pb<Pe and the example to change were raised with the pattern illustrated to drawing 5 (b) after 
that. Thus, as for the timing to which Pbi is changed between Pb and Pe in betaiT, it is desirable that it is fixed 
about betai. That is, it is made to synchronize with the subclock of the timing of 1 for an integer of clock period 
T. If it does in this way, even if it changes clock period T, timing will be adjusted automatically. 
[0022] In these optical recording approaches, the last laser power may be elimination power, therefore since it is 
hard to go up temperature, a mark point may be good to make pulse width of a top division pulse longer than 
the division pulse which follows this. This was shown in drawing 6 (b). Moreover, although the start of the 
record pulse into which each was divided does not necessarily need to synchronize with a clock period, 
synchronizing is desirable [ the start ] in order to simplify a pulse control circuit, however, the start of a head 
pulse [ as opposed to one mark length also in such a case ], or the last pulse — from a clock period — at most - it 
is effective to shift only T, when amending the heat interference during a different mark. Furthermore, in order 
to control heat interference with the mark to precede, it is effective although it also becomes complicated to 
prepare the off-pulse section just before the head pulse (even max 2 T hour progress or before) of a 
consecutiveness mark. This example was shown in drawing 6 (b). 
[0023] Furthermore, in the above-mentioned optical recording approach, in linear-velocity VL<=V<Vh, pulse 
width can be shortened and the maximum crystallization can be prevented, so that it becomes low linear 
velocity. However, since record sensibility will fall if it shortens not much, it is desirable to prepare 0.05<alphai 
and a minimum. 
[0024] In this invention, although the mark length modulation record approach is targetted, it is not restricted to 
a mark edge detection method. That is, the slice by simple direct current level which is indicated by 
Jpn.J.Appl.Phys.Vol.31.(1992) pp 584-589, and all of the peak detection by 2 times differential are employable. 
Moreover, the approach of detecting separately a mark edge which is indicated by this reference by the mark 
front end and the back end is also applicable. 
[0025] The optical recording medium which can apply this invention is the so-called phase change mold record 
medium, and is the thing of the format which makes a crystallized state the condition of not recording and forms 
an amorphous record mark. One example of the configuration of the phase change medium of this format is 
shown in drawing 7 . Of course, this invention is not limited to this lamination. In this drawing, the protective 
layer 6 which consists of the reflecting layer 5 which consists of the lower protective layer 2, the recording layer 
3 of a phase change mold, the up protective layer 4, a metal, or a semi-conductor and ultraviolet rays, or heat- 
curing resin is formed one by one on the substrate 1. Each class shown with the sign 2-5 is a thin film usually 
formed by the spatter. Generally, the focusing light for record playback penetrates the transparence substrate 1, 
and is irradiated by the recording layer 3. It is locally heated by the exposure of the record power Pw, fuses, and 
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is rapidly cooled by OFF of focusing exposure light, and a recording layer 3 serves as an amorphous mark, in 
case it solidifies. It is heated, and it recrystallizes and an amorphous mark is eliminated by the exposure of the 
elimination power Pe so that it may become the temperature beyond crystallization temperature below with the 
melting point. As a recording layer ingredient [ over-write / ingredient / such a principle ], a GeSbTe alloy 
(especially, it is the false binary system alloy of GeTe and Sb2Te3) which was already described, and the thing 
which added Ag, Cu, Au, germanium, Pd, Pt, etc. near the Sb70Te30 eutectic presentation are mentioned. By 
control of the amount of Sb(s), a crystallization rate and amorphous organization potency, or crystallization 
temperature is controlled especially by these alloys, and it is optimizing with them in accordance with the linear 
velocity to be used. For example, if Sb is added to the GeTe-Sb2Te3 false binary system alloy, since the 
increase of amorphous organization potency and a crystallization rate will become slow, it becomes the low 
linear velocity sense. Moreover, controlling the supercooling rate of the melting field formed at the time of 
record by controlling the thermal conductivity of the thickness of a recording layer 3 or protective layers 2 and 
4, a protective layer, and a reflecting layer 5 also becomes controllable [ which it is fitted to linear velocity ]. 
For example, since amorphous-ization will be promoted if the thermal diffusion from a recording layer to a 
reflecting layer is promoted by setting thickness of a recording layer and an up protective layer to 15 to 30 nm 
or it makes the thermal conductivity of a protective layer high, it becomes the low linear velocity sense. In 
addition, in case said Pe is determined in this invention, the medium of a recording layer ingredient with which 
an elimination ratio does not amount to 20dB, a presentation, and lamination is not desirable, such a medium - 
****__ even if*it changes the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach like, when an over-write, it is because the 
mark recorded before erases, the remainder arises and a signal quality is reduced sharply. 
[0026] A recordable compact disk (CD-E) is mentioned as a more concrete application of this invention. In CD- 
E, although it is VL=1.2-1 Am/s and usually records/reproduces by IX or 2X, the minimum linear velocity VL 
is desirable, if it can record/reproduce by 1, 2, and 4 or 6X all. Although such operation of CD-E is not released, 
it is desirable for it to be able to record with the linear velocity of the large range of one to 6X in recordable CD 
(CD-R, CD-Recrordable) of the write-once mold which has already appeared on the market in the commercial 
scene now. In this case, as the desirable division-of-timer-pulse-period approach, m=n, n-1, or the eight-to- 
fourteen modulation that becomes n-2 shall be adopted as a mark length modulation method, and the value of 
the finite individual of VL, 2VL, 4VL, or 6VL shall be first taken as V. It is referred to as alphalh=l .5 or 1.0, 
and betalh=alphaih=0.5 (2 <=i<=m) in two or more VLs of linear velocity, and is referred to as alpha i+beta i- 
1=1.0 (2 <=i<=m) in all linear velocity. Furthermore, the record division-of-timer-pulse-period approach is 
made to change according to linear velocity in linear-velocity 2VL, so that it may become 0.05<alphai<0.5 (2 
<=i<=m) and lh of alpha 1 L<=alpha in Pbi=Pe**0.5mW (1 <=i<=m) and linear velocity VL in 
Pbi=Pr**0.5mW (1 <=i<==m and Pr are playback light power), linear-velocity V=Vh=4VL, or 6VLs. However, 
it is referred to as betam=0.5 or betam!=0.5 (it may be 0). This example was shown in drawing 8 . 
[0027] Or m=n, n-1, it replaces with above. As a mark length modulation modulation technique Or 1, 2, 4 of 
VL=1.2 - 1.4 m/s, the eight-to-fourteen modulation of m-2 is used. As a linear velocity V or - what can take the 
range of a 6X finite individual - carrying out - alphai=0.05-1.5 - and It is referred to as alpha i+beta i-l=1.0 
(2 <=i<=m and betam can take a different value from other betai including 0) in all linear velocity. 
thetai=Pbi/Pe, Or the record division-of-timer-pulse-period approach can also be made to change according to 
linear velocity V so that it may become small in monotone, so that Pbi is not dependent [ a record medium and 
linear velocity ], and fixed and alphai has a small linear velocity at the time of record to the same record 
medium. This example was shown in drawing 9 . It can respond by one kind of medium to the recording device 
of the variety which records with various linear velocity by doing in this way. 
[0028] As a CD-E record medium suitable for the above-mentioned optical recording approach, more 
specifically On a substrate, at least A lower dielectric,protective layer, a {(GeTe)y(Sb2Te3)l-y}l-xSbx 
(0<=x<0.1, 0.2< y<0.9) recording layer, The phase change mold medium which came to prepare an up 
dielectric protective layer and a metallic reflective layer in order, and 15 to 30 nm and up dielectric protection 
layer membrane thickness set [ record layer membrane thickness ] to ten to 30 nm is mentioned. Or this 
recording layer may be replaced with My(Tel-xSbx)l-y (0<=y<0.3, 0.5< x<0.9, M=In, at least one sort in Ga, 
Zn, germanium, Sn, Si, Co, Cr, Cu, Ag, Au, Pd, Pt, S, Se, and O). The record approach of JP,4-212735,A and 
JP,5-62193,A being the advanced technology about the phase change mold record medium using a rewritable 
GeSbTe recording layer especially in CD linear velocity, and dividing a record pulse by the long mark is 
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shown. However, the problem of the linear-velocity dependency produced when even suggestion is not carried 
out and the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach in the 2 above-mentionedX (2VL) is recorded by 2 and 4 or 
6X is not indicated at all. Furthermore, it is limited to the specific GeSbTe recording layer and the specific 
lamination of the presentation range, and is not indicated at all about the approach of securing compatibility 
with other phase change record media. In the society announcement (International symposium on 
OpticalMemory, 1995, Knanazawa, Japan, No.P-33) by JP,7-37251,A, its artificer, etc., the example and its 
record approach of the CD-E medium using an AglnSbTe recording layer are illustrated. However, about the 
problem and its solution approach of a linear-velocity dependency, it is not indicated at all too. 
[0029] If the equipment which carries out automatically the scheme which reads the above-mentioned division- 
of-timer-pulse-period approach beforehand indicated by the disk, and records with the division-of-timer-pulse- 
period approach and linear velocity which were specified is used, a linear velocity dependency can take the 
compatibility, even if two or more phase change media with the same format of the information recorded 
although it differs live together in a commercial scene. That is, when it records with the recording device which 
adopted only the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach by which a certain specification was fixed in a certain 
specific phase change medium, the problem that a normal signal is not recorded by recrystallization can be 
solved. What is necessary is just to indicate more, the group of a parameter which specifies what X (NX) of CD 
linear velocity 1.2-1.4 m/s the linear velocity which can use the disk is (N, Pw, Pe, theta, alphal, alpha, betam) 
as an example, using the record division-of-timer-pulse-period approach as shown in drawing 8 and drawing 9 , 
if the above-mentioned CD-E is mentioned. At this time, m and nL are also made adjustable depending on the 
case. Here, by the record approach of drawing 8 and drawing 9 , to the same N, since the value of alphai (2 
<=i<=m) is fixed, it is represented with one value alpha. Moreover, it is referred to as alpha i+beta i-l=l .0 (2 
<=i<=m). In addition, Pw and Pe may be given in the absolute value of power, and may give one side by the 
ratio of another side. Moreover, both sides may be given by the ratio with the power used as the criteria which 
were able to be defined separately. In addition, indicating record power etc. to the linear velocity which should 
be referred to is already used in CD-R specification (an Orange Book, PERT 2). However, there is no 
publication that the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach is changed according to linear velocity. 
[0030] 
[Example] Although the example of this invention is shown below, this invention is not limited to the following 
examples. In the following examples, it recorded using the light disk drive circuit tester (DDU1000) by the 
pulse tech company which carried the 780nm laser diode and the optical lens of NA=0.60 (1 beam over- 
writing). The playback light power Pr was not based on linear velocity by 0.8mW, but presupposed that it is 
fixed. Evaluation by the FEM random pattern was performed by 1.2 times of medium CD linear velocity (1.2- 
1.4m/(s)), or 1.4 times. Moreover, clock period T is 115 nanoseconds (ns) in 2X. After an over-write [ suitable 
conditions ] several times, it sliced at the core of the amplitude (peak-to-peak) of the regenerative signal of 1 IT 
mark, and mark length was detected. The time interval analyzer (made in [ Hewlett Packard ] TIA, El725A) 
was used for detection (Jpn. J. Appl.Phys. and vol. it was indicated by 31 (1992) and pp584-589 grade simple 
law). Moreover, a medium is 120mm (CD size) in diameter, and was formed on the polycarbonate resin 
substrate which has a pitch 1.6micrometer spiral-like groove. Furthermore, when the over-write on the mark 
recorded the 22T single period (50% of duty ratios) a 6T single period (50% of duty ratios), the elimination 
power Pe was chosen so that the difference of the carrier level of the residual signal of 1 IT signal and the 
carrier level of 3T signal might be set to 20dB or more. 
[0031] As a medium A, 80 (ZnS) (Si02) 20 [mol%] layer on a polycarbonate substrate lOOnm, 25nm and 80 
(ZnS) (Si02) 20 [mol%] layer for a germanium22.0Sb25.0Te53.0 [at%] layer 20nm, The laminating of the 
lOOnm of the aluminum alloy layers was carried out by the magnetron sputtering method one by one, and the 
disk created by preparing 4 micrometers of ultraviolet-rays hardening resin on it further was prepared. What set 
only the recording layer to Ag7.0Inl2.0Sb58.0Te23.0 by the lamination same as a medium B on the other hand 
was prepared. The two above-mentioned kinds of alloy ingredients used for the recording layer are used by each 
from the former as a recording layer ingredient of a rewritable phase change medium, and are spreading through 
both commercial scenes. Merits and demerits are all in a property, and if which is excellent, it will be hard to 
decide on these two kinds of recording layer ingredients simply. Moreover, it has crystallization and an 
amorphous-ized process that it is greatly different mutually, and a mutually different linear velocity dependency 
is shown. Although compatibility could be secured when application to CD-E was considered, and restricting to 
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specific linear velocity, it was difficult to secure compatibility in an one to 4X large area conventionally. 
[0032] 1 and record by 2 or 4X were tried to Media A and B, and the combination of the Pw, Pe, Pb, and the 
division-of-timer-pulse-period approach that the good result was obtained was summarized into Table 1. Here, a 
clear eye pattern is obtained in an EFM random pattern, and a good result means that the jitter of 3T mark 
which is the shortest mark became less than 10% of T. The division-of-timer-pulse-period pattern at the time of 
record is as having been shown in drawing 10 . 
[0033] 
Table 1] 

i tta 4 <&iS 

nrn-l. Pb=Pr=G. 8JDW—5t 

a i =0. 52,    a =0. 20 

£ =0. 80.    £ m =0. 50 

Pw=UmW. Pe=5aiW 

a , =1. 00,    a =0. 45 

£-0.55,    £» =0.50 

Pw=HnW. Pe=6mW 

a i =1.00,    a =0.50 

£=0.50.    £« =0.00 

Pw=15mW, Pe=6mW 

m=n-l. Pb=Pr=0.8raW—S 

a i =1.00,     cr=0. 17 

£ =0. 83,    S m =0. 50 

Pw=llmW. Pe=5mW 

a i =1.00,    a =0. 31 

£=0.69.    £m =0.50 

Pw=12nW, Pe=5mW 

a t =1. 00,    a=0. 35 

£ =0. 65.    £ „ =0. 00 

Pw=13mW, Pe=7mW 

■-o-l, (2x4 fgi£) 

a t =1. 00,    a =0.20 

£=0.80,    £» =0.50 

Pw=L4mW, Pe=5mW 

Pb=Pr=0.8mW 

a i =1.00.    a =0. 50 

£=0.50,    J3m =0.50 

PW=14BW» Pe=6niff 

Pb=Pr=0.8mW 

a i =1.00.    a =0.50 

£=0.50,    £» =0.00 

Pw=15mW, Pb=Pe=6mW 

[0034] The above-mentioned example is the eight-to-fourteen modulation record which the linear velocity at the 
time of record made 4X, m=n -1, and Pb=Pr (fixed) at the maximum. In the record approach which corresponds 
when the maximum linear velocity is 4X, as the column used as the medium A of Table 1 to Medium A 
showed, it is recordable good in one to 4X. From the above-mentioned table 1, it became clear for record of the 
value which specified alphal, alpha (value of alphai to 2 <=i<=m)5 beta (value of betai to 1 <=i<=m -1), betam, 
and theta, Pw and Pe in each linear velocity, then a good EFM signal to be possible for Medium A and Medium 
B. Moreover, it became clear that the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach that lower linear velocity 
decreases either [ at least ] alpha or theta is desirable in any case. It is realizable to indicate the above- 
mentioned information as "special information" on an ATIP signal, and to read this special information by the 
recording device side with the existing technique indicated by each official report, such as JP,63-103454,A, 
JP,2-87344,A, JP,2-198040,A, JP,3-88124,A, JP,3-237657,A, JP,1-23859,B, and JP,3-3168,A. Moreover, the 
circuit technique itself which makes adjustable the division-of-timer-pulse-period approach as shown in Table 1 
is attained in the combination of the existing technique. 
[0035] As mentioned above, as explained, especially the description of this invention is to secure the 
compatibility of a phase change medium with the combination of making alphai, and betai and theta adjustable 
among the division-of-timer-pulse-period approaches, and indicating this on a disk beforehand. 
[0036] 
[Effect of the Invention] Giving compatibility to a format of record data by using the optical recording method 
of this invention, it can respond with the same recording apparatus to the various media by which the linear 
velocity at the time of record differs, and the problem of compatibility lusting by the disk which specialized in 
the specific recording apparatus appearing on the market can be solved. 
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* NOTICES * 

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely. 
2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 
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[Drawing 1] 

[Drawing 2] 
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1 £E«G>3fcEe:#tt. 
[H#^3]     m=n, n-1, Xte, n-2<h-f*E 
FMSS^^Ili, S/MIMVL^I.  2-1. 4 
m/s (D&HlCifc 9 , ^ji!V$V = Vl,  2 VU 4V 

= 0.   05-1.   5<hl, ^TOgl^lC&HT i £ 2 
^ i ^mOii t IT a . + 0 , . , = 1 .   0, &-Z>,  0. 

2 ) &P1¥9 - 2 8 2 6 6 1 
2 

XX/t'7-Pb<LiN£yrW--Pe<Difc0 = Pb/Pe, X 

te, Pb£E»«*fttf«i««fc«#U&t>--Jfete£ 

«^Sf*WC/h$ < L/c, 8**5 1 lCEfgc<Z>ftE^2f 

[ii^^4 ]   i £ i ^ i £m<Dmm£\sTmm\zfoc 
Ta,§:^{l:^t§^i:, a, TicMtr-ii: r T£jbn 

to     [if^5] lt#^2Xte3{cE3£O^E^;£*£K:jg 

*«±fc. 4>ft< <hfcT8&!£ti<£li,   { (GeTe) 
,  (Sb:Te,) ,.,} ,.,Sbi (fit0^x<0. 1^ 
o. 2<y<o. 9) m&m* ±&mm&m. ^JUJRI* 

mtfim%Atzj&&znT&o+ &mm&m&i 5-3 0n 
m, ±&S§m##8JI<D^JPa<l 0-3 0 nm©^"? 

[»*«6] 2X1*3 KE*G>#E»:£8s«;:i& 

20 'J>tZ< £t>T&mmtem*    (M, (Te.-.Sb 
i),-y (ib,  0^y<0.   3,  0.   5<x<0. 9. 
JkTf* M» 1 n,  Ga,  Zn,  Si,  Pb,  Co,  Cr, Co, 
Ag, Au,  Pd,  Pt,  S,  Se, OfrZMRZn&'JX 

mfctStlTte D, E&JSSIJP** 1 5 - 3 0 nm, _L^^I 
^#JlG>ffilJlWl 0-3 0 nm©«SlT»5ui:*1$a 

30 ftmvmvmm. x«, SI^^L<ttttraoEgaK:j:o 
TS2i$ *X ^ , SI:£3!5fC*S£fl:£!E&R#. 
[»*3®8]     i&E^JUX#»1tia#. E&fcii£C!>Sl*3 

^Xti^^S^^bfc^^JCffi|g$nfcSI(D^^3«i4Sff 

40 

[ 0 0 0 1 ] 

50     [ 0 0 0 2 ] 



( 3 ) 9-282661 

m - &mfc<Dwmzfe7LZ>&mm&£ it, u-*f-& 

mmmt. E& • ii^gtt) eimtaw&7iMttf& 

^t&r. u-if-^o/w-^iifcttT* E& • 

H ft S it £ £ £ \Z £   T *8 5fe £ ff 5 ^ m ffi - & n T & 
uOi^ft, tt*fcE»*5S-Cffl^&n5E»B*t 

<, Ge-Te^, Ge-Te-Sbi, In-Sb 

[0003] —m\z. m&?iM<D&%i<ksd>mm&'Vte* 20 

-A* —/t — 7-f hSrfr^l^«C«. E»/tfl'X€:E»U 

(ft ■ *SiiSgC:*5***E&«©Bia - Wm^fc\zftr)%_ 

[0 0 0 4] 

(Mitsubishi Kasei R&D Review vol.4 No2 p68-81) . 
z<D#&mm\t* m-mmf£&m\t*tc®&\z\*&mmiz 

bg«±£ZnS : SiO«S«K« lOOnm, GeSb 
Tei2il^ 25nm,  ZnS : S iO, 2 0 n 
m, Al^^i^l 00 nmi^CMlfcT^ 7 0 

fro it3£±0>E&A *7 — ( P 

g^ssiij^ias i 3 5 ortc^TSi-r^^Kf^L 
fc&fc. ffl*#»T-raiaefc:43t>-c\ (600 

10m/sPi±tMK/nsec^l, 4ra/stH 
2. 2K/nsec, 1. 4m/sT?IiO. 9K/ns 
e c t^o tzo 

[ 0 0 0 5 ] ±Ett* **#5£«#Jt«W/J><*fc» 

— ^(DM^iS^^H^-r?>^:S 1 tf><£5 left: D , # 
iii^^w^i^^ts 2 &mitT#m?&£* E& 

c:©^^, v-^^^gp^-e«, ^eoitmtcE^/^y- 

^^>o ^±^#^-r^5<h, Ea^r7-©Bg»B|»aK:» 

EAJI«>nn«^aftXA:^ft»nE:d:0. E&^F 

[ 0 0 0 6 ] ±E«*l«ft*SO«tl/Tli, 
l?2 - 1 6 5 4 2 0 ft 4t^^4 - 212735 

5 - 6 2 1 9 3^. HPI?5 - 3 2 5 2 5 8 ^, 
#§if 1- 1 1692 mcD&'Am. Jap. J vol. 30 N 
0.4 (1991). pp677-68l^#&0 . t7M^X^ 
f<ifflUfet>(DT«^4 O0^^^S^li^^^^#^^ 
^^29a-B-4, #l¥ 7 - 3 7 2 5 1 f, ^§^^6 - 4 
8 6 7 ^, ftmW- 1 - 2 5 3 8 2 8^, 1-15 
0 2 3 0 %, &m¥- 1 - 3 1 5 0 3 0 §, HH¥4-3 
13816%. j|PI? 2 - 1 9 9 6 2 8^, ^§^8963 



( 
5 

- 1 1 3 9 3 8^(D&^?g^a<*£tf 

[0007]      mrnmftw. ^c^ii^^oi^ 

Utt, *JBfc£n^fcSWfflfcE»»*m£bT«:* 
Ge,  Sb, Te<Z> 37c£±J&#<h*f £^&^>, Ag, I 

mm&\zt>±2wim<D±o\z. m&4tmtt 

[0 0 0 8] ±E©J;5&E£*/l1*&Rtflf #£f&©gj5i 
<fc£fr "5 elites 0. 4#£©i|!li£Rtf^j£©ESi;£fc 

-rfcfc*, EBttK«3P&*tt£a>jK*©*£#*£R 

[ 0 0 0 9] 

z>iz&<o¥&] *&wmmz* ±.&mm 

[0010] i-frfc>t>. *«^©*sa»*tttt- if 

£flljta-r*flllSI£ a, T. a,T, • • a.Ttll 

«:I^l:a,T,  0,T,   a,T,   0,T,   • •  - a. 

4 ) ftm¥-9 - 2 8 2 6 6 1 
6 

n TOI^IT-^ £E»-TS U-1f A7-*m« 
©/t^XKtfftlL. k € 0       2 £©»R*>6J£*/17 

L, JLO, HEnOt/MSn.i.tlT, n.i.-kfe 
1 , m = n — k ,  (*, + £,+ + a. + 0 . = n 

XteR 3 (Ti:i3ltS/H7XA7-Pbi <h Pe<h©ltP 
b,/Pe=0, B^/^-Pe. Stf, Efc/^-PwO 

[0011] *%9§©48^<fcS!Eg*&#te* ±E 
#E»#fcKiBUfctt*fciaE»i«#Tfc^T. S«± 
fC. d>fc< £*>T«««*JI. { (GeTe) , (Sb,Te 
,) .-,) ,-,Sbx (<SL0^x<0.   IRtfO. 2<y 
<o. 9) Eg*jf. -bg&gsm#Ji* &&5i&m&m$:iz 
J&f&-£tlT£>K). SiliWl 5-3 0nm4 JitfSt 
«*«»S(Z>BtJ?3&« 1 0-3 0 nmt^SCt^jlld: 

20 -r-s. 
[0012] ^fc. ±EfcftAx. *mw<Dtt%:itm& 

mm&\** WE3teE»*teK:iBbfcttSSfl:a!E»tt£#-ct 

, (Te,., Sbx),-y (II, 0^y<0. 3, 0. 5< 
x<0. 9. Rtf, Mliliu Ga, Z IU Si, Pb, C 
o.  C r, CO, Ag, An,  P (U  PI,  S,  Se, 0^f>l 

mmifim&izm&iznT&o* Kmmmmtfii 5-30 
n m, ±gPSIl#I©If*U O-SOnmt^SCi 

30 
[0 0 13] ^tc, #3Si?i(Z)E^ggte, 1S^{kil5i 

nfz*)i7sftm^&frTfi&mm\z'tf:~?x. mmn^itm 
m&m&iz^-?&&mftmznuo c 

[00 14] 

40   Dy^WJBSLtTit. nZmfe~?ZC£\z&K>* 
-3^0. nTil:J:oTE»$nS7-^fi$^S 

5* ft»*KVTf|p|i;fi$©T-^*E»"r'5fc:li, z 
□ y^««T*tt*± (Vi/V) XT»tL nTAUl/ 

«    c © £ ^ ic ^ D v {7 mm T zmm-? z> c <h tiK^c 

50   2K©*^i:«fi:g^ D^»"rt>. E&/s;i/*£ 



( 5 ) 
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[0 0 15] i3Tlt g<* n T<£>^-*£i2®-r**: 

To i^Cctotn nT^-?*mm-rz<D\zrt)],x 
InT^0U-1f/^-, o£D, (o, + 0, + • • • 
■ -+a. + 0.) = n <t^S/^;PX^JS:93jjD-r-5 Ira 

itttL^pCli^^S. ^-©i^Ctt, (a, + 3,+ 10 
 +a. + /5.) = n-j (jti0<j^2co^ 

i*"CfcJ;l>. H4l:tl, ^tlt, 0, (1^ 
i^m-1) t-^tl, 0. 
->£W^lit. C<Dm&.  &.<DfflmiZ&K) *  n - j 

[0 0 16] Efc&ttfcttUT. E»P#©aia&a*&ft 
5*§£lC, *U:y*«}B£±E©«fc5lC»jSKK:Jfc0!IL 

Kttttt:«!W$IT^5. -3r, JMIfiS^ESJlcoJ* 

$n»^»^fctt, E»/x;px»«*ffi*«7Lr. its* 

[0017] #ffiaC{b«#o*ttic*i;TJCfl:$-&S'< 30 
SAWX^*!^©/^* — ^KTttSltP^&S^. CCD 

a,T£$l<L, t7t&5^i5,T$fi<L, Xit 
Efik/^-Pwa**? t&SJWISSI 0. TlcSUn;**!* — 
if —*/1*7 — (/H7XM9-)  Pbi <Dffi£/W— Pe 
fcttT^itPb, /Pe= 0, Sfi«aB£fi<t5Ct 40 

Ji*ttL#, Wtt»fls*»jh-r«. fib. ^^OCt^: 

[0 0 18] tele. Pete, -eno^^itiSEW^ —©ft: 

S«n§. J: 0 UrtetfJKte,   f.,,= i/ (2n 
...T) , Xte,   f.,.= l/ (2n.,.T) — 

(Ta-fYit50%)  TgS^ LAc-7-^±^Lt0fL 
««CPc*fia»Lfct#ll, iS*$nfc«#flD + ^ U 7 50 

^i^9 - 2 8 2 6 6 1 
8 

l"<^G>»*a*ft 2 0 d Ba±£&5 Pe^I«n§. 
f..,= l/ (2n.„T) Ji^i-I^ (5* 

a. — -5^*5 0 %) TjB»lfc7-^iC,   f.,. = l 
/ (2n.,.T) 75:^^-^^^: (5^-5^ it 5 0 

%) 0«§M-A-7<h E»/^;P^tt 

fcf.M©^t'J7 Ut^CD^jPftj 2 0 d B£JL±£fc£ 
<fc5fc:Pe£B-K. £:*5, P. & f .,. RZf f .». (DE&fl 
^C0C/Nit (Carrier to Noise It) ##Sl4 5 d B £4 

[0019] IB^/^9»Pwtt, M^r flDlkXId^^T 

w, Pe, Rtf, ^D^^^«!T*Ee^©«iSfc*:i;-C 

ISS.  Putt, 0<kO^TPc£(T-C*5Ct^ 

[0 0 2 0 ] &&£*8^{fcl£#CDS&te£^&t-£fc# 

fgte, ±E/^7^ —^ (Pw,  Pe,  0%: a,) <£>5^PJ 

-rsct^^atr**. ±E««MU &m-?z>zr<<xt7 

CJ:oTE«n:t^lll*5. CD-ET 

&®mt$L(Dmftmx{zmftm\zj&&Ltzm&<n* yt 

TE^T^^. CO^fc^ESjerfegim, CD- 
Rtr||ffln:$nTi5 0, AT I P ft ^ 2 - 8 7 
3 4 4*f£*S, 1#PI¥3 - 3 1 6 8*t&««fc:Ettfl!>tt 

[0 0 2 1 ] #ig7-i7©^^gA^.fci{)(:, /3,T 
mm* <DP hi &-l£T'lZU< Pb; t PeCOtt 6 i 



( 6 ) 
9 

m 5 (a) (C0d^Lfc4 T*7 — t? <Dfzit><Drt? — >T 
\t. 0, TOmm^iZ Pb#, 0<Pb<Pe££ 

0, Pb= Pe<h&{fc£tf*J§^£*f§tf/co * 
Jt, i5  (b) — >Tfte, 5fcKPb=Pe 

LL, Jt(D&lZPb<Pet&it2l*:Z>M$:&tfrz. CCD 
ct-9(C> 3, TKiS^TPb, £Pb<hPe£cDFBlT^<t:$ 

y ?mMTitTh&m&llz*? <1 a >tftfm&Z 10 

[0 0 2 2]  ZLtl^(0^tmm^3^k\Z^^X. 9tWi 

ia^a*±ri*0 tc< lie <h^e>, ^fe!ScD^id/i;uxo/i;u 

:n^s 6 (b) tc ^ L  ■ co 

(b) C^lfc. 

[00233 EK, ±&yt&mijm\z&^T. &mmv 

Jpn.  J. Appl. Phys.  Vol. 31  (1 992). pp584-589(Cs2 

Mt%£'&i%t-v®\« izHo^&hmm-ezz. 
[0025] *5zw&mm-ezz>ytmmMm*. n*>» 40 

HHfc*t>T\ *«1±C, TSB&fgJI2, ffi^Yb^co 

9 - 2 8 2 6 6 1 
10 

5. WS/^-PeflDBitfCfcO. 14 

s«M*nTiBisti5. cod;5&sii?t-/t- 

GeSbTe^^ G e Te £ S b, T e, <D&®. 2 
TC£&) *  Sbi,Te,,&fiaL]£0>i5«!TAg.  Cu, A 

Ge,  Po\  P t^&WitSMsltbQUfimifbtlZ. Ctl 

rz&mmtz&toitxmmit&ft^TV>*. G 

eTe- Sb, Te, M<H 2 TC^&K: S b£^fiQ LTU < 

3 ^&^JI 2 , 4CDjp^. 

IB^SttsQit 2 0 d BKagLfclriJi^&iB&JI** 

flea, ^*><fc?K:/^;*#§fl#tt**ML<J;5£fc% * 

[0 0 2 6] *^^6OJ:0^^6<J7^^ffl^J<hbT«, H2 
^prit^3 X^ (CD-E) T&^tf^tl 

CD-Et(t fi/>»a«VlH:Vl=l. 2—1- 
4m/st^o, mist* i fe&x\*2fem-cmm/m£. 

1,   2,   4, 6f&3gCO±Tl?IS^/||^7?^n 

jntiiii^^^ m&-?x\zttimizm®^>T^z>s ? 
-f h »7 >X^(DIB^PJ^C D (CD-R, CD-Recror 
dable) Tfc*.   1 - 6 ^^co/S      fflco^^^TfgB^ oj 

n-1, X«, n-2)i§EFM^^^ifflL1 V 
tlTVt,   2Vtl   4Vlt XII  6 Vi CD*TPg<@CDM£ 

1. 5XU1. 0. 0lfc = o,fc = O. 5 (2^i^m) 
tl, Mo, ^TCO^^^tC^liT, ai + 0,.,»l. 
0 (2^i^m) tLt^S. IC, ^^^2VlTJi 
Pb, = Pr±0. 5mW (Ui^m, Prli^^^/^7 

-) • »a«V = Vi = 4VtXli6Vll:^^TttPb, 
= Pe±0. 5mW ( 1 ^ i ^m) . aaKV^^UT 
ttO .   05<ai<0.   5  (2^i^m) RZS a t, ^ a 

,»<h^^<t ^ izm&mizj&cT&mrt)i'XftMJjtii*:& 



11 
§1,  0m=O.   5Xt*/3in*0.  5  ( 0 

1 0 0 2 7 ] gUM*. ±fBictt*T, 

$1^, ^S^VilTVt^l.   2—1. 4m/s£> 

l, 2, 4,       6femoi^mmommzwLQ&zh 
<Z)£L,  a, = 0.   05-1.  5, R-D. 3:T<D&miZ 
iJ^Ta, += 1 .  0 (2^i^m, ^iiO^t 

£fct^&*fl£l&0*§£) £L, 0i = Pb, 
/Pe, xit Pb,\*m&M<txizfi&m\z&ftii:'r-j£ 

j£gaMN£VMa£*£Hfc/h£ < ft* J: 5 i&ii&Vtc 
&i;Tiaii/^i/x#id;#fc£^M£^£  t t>iii3fc<5. 

co 02 8] -tmytstmyDmizmistiCD-Emmmfr 

&&mm*    { (GcTe) ,  (Sb.Tc) ,-,} Sb 
. (0^x<0.   1,  0.   2<y<0.  9) gB&JI, ± 

KidU5-30nm, ±&mni*&mmmm& 1 o- 

©ia&JI£, M,  (Te...Sb.) .-,  (0^y<0. 3, 
0.   5<x<0.   9, M= In,  Ga,  Zn, Ge. Sn, 
Si,  Co,  Cr,  Co, Ag, An,   Pd,  Pt,  S, Se, 
0©P^©'>^<tt)ll) (Cf^ATfectl^ ^if 4 
- 2 i 2 7 3 sn'Am&ztftm^s -6219 3 

Tfr>*. b^L, ±IB2fgji (2Vt) KiSttSA^X 
5h«^feii**-r6snT*^r. 2, 4, 6<s 
^ -e is m -r £ <h ^ tc £ c § & m m # # it <D mm iz -z> i> r 

i<i^$ntl^^, #l?7 - 3 7 2 5 1 
R^^O^ag^^tct (Internal ional symp 
os ium on OpticalMemory,    1995 ,   Knanazawa, Japa 

D,   No.P-33) ££t*Ttt. Ag I nSbTef2^JI£m> 

om&^fe\Z-Di,*Ttefc/v£>ffl7TkZtlT\,*Ul*. 

[ 0 0 2 9] ^^^^r x^icg2m$n/z±iH/t;i,x^fJ 

T is« £ fT ft ^ x * - A £ a fb #j \z m m -r * g g £ <£ ^ 

7 ) &m¥9 - 2 8 2 6 6 1 
12 

m isti&mmm-z&mLtzm&iz. nm^itiz^omm 

^r^^tf^^^^^CD^^H .   2-1. 4m/s<Z)fcr 
(Nf£ji£) T?*5*«WEl, . (N, P», Pe, 

0,  a,,  a,  3m) &^ * —   ODIS£ntf J; 

10    *o S8S:^0 9(Dia^^^T«,  a, (2^ 
i ^m) (DMfil^ — ONC^LTH-^T$»^(3DT?, 1 
OOlatf^^tTUSo a , + J5 ,., = 1 . 0 
(2^i^m) itt^S. &43,  Pw, Pete/W-O 

J£-?-^*.T*><*:^„ ft43, #HST^^;&jiJC#UTf2£t 

20     [ 0 0 3 0] 

tt,   7 8 0 nm©l/—tf-y-ft-H, NA=0. 60 

(DDU i o o o) ^^i^Tia^ (1 tr— 

0.   SmWT^Cck^f-^tUfc. &#CDig§l3£ 
(1.   2-1.   4m/s) CD 1 .   2^X«1. 4jg?F 

EM?>#Art?->iz£LZ>mM*i:fti.-itc* *^c, ^ 
30    n y?mmT\*2 mm~C 115t/^ (ns) 

^^ft^fr-r^C{Hl^--~/\*— ^ -f h Ufe^fC,   1 1 T7- 
^^^^m^OMifi (peak-to-peak) co4»^"ex^<X 

T^-^-flf- (TIA,  ta-l/yh/tyA-KS, E 
1 7 2 5 A) ^rffil^ (Jpn.  J. Appl.Phys.  , vol. 31 

(1 992), pp584-589^K§iI^$nfcfSfS&) «> S Ac, & 
^H, iESl 2 Omni (CDU-^X) T,  tfu/^1 .   6 /z 
ncDXA-r ^utfcy^-y^w-rs^'j 
B»«±«CJgSfcbfc. i5A7-Pelt   2 2T 

40 ^-^^8 (ra-f^50%) T'l2^byc*7-^ ±(C 
6 T^ —(7a-f^50%) -C^-A-^-f h 
bfe^^fC,   1 1 TIf©S@i§0^t U T 

[00 3 1] ^Atlt, #U*-^^- 
tr,    (ZnS) ,,  (SiO,) ..  [DO1%] iiflOOn 
m. Ge,,., SbM.,Te»,.i [at%] ^^25nm, 
(ZnS)       (SiO,) ,.  [raoi%] ^^20nm, Al 
□ 00 n mi^lC7y^ hD>X/t<^iJ>// 

so mizxmmis, &iz*:o±iz&ft&mit®m&4 ^gi 
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liZ>C£\Z£ Df£j£Lfcx-r X^IIU;, -2f. 
^BtlTl^i^Ili^Ti2ii(D^^Ag,., In,,., 

Sb,..,Te,,.,tlfct)OSffltLfc, !2&JIJC<£fflb 

12, fan t^&mT^5 

^-T.  CD - E^CDIgffi #£©*|iSlc: 

14 

10 

[ 0 0 3 2] I^AMBC^lTl, 2, 4{g&l;:efc 
<5fB&£ia*, A#fctt«*«*6ftfcPw.  Pe, Pb& 

[0 0 3 3] 
[^1] 

1S» 2 f£i£ 4 

m=n-l, Pb=Pr=0. 8aW—^ 

a i =0. 52,    a =0. 20 

0=0.80.    0» =0.50 

Pw=14mW. P€=5JDW 

a i =1. 0a    a =0. 45 

0=0.55.    0m =0.50 

Pw=14nW> Pe=6mW 

a i =1.00.    a =0.50 

0=0.50,    0« =0.00 

Pw=15iM Pe=6aW 

m=n-l. Pb=Pr=0.8uW—S 

a i =1. 00,     a =0. IT 

0 =0, 83.    0 «, =0.50 

Pw=HmW, Pe=5mW 

a i =1. 00,    a =0. 31 

0=0.89. 0^=0.50 

Pw=12nff, Pe=5mW 

at =1.00.    a =0.35 

0=0.65.    0. =0.00 

Pw=13mW. Pe=7mW 

JD=D-2.   C 1 fSS) 

ID-D-U C 2 v 4 fgi$> 

a i = 1.00,    a =0.20 

0=0.80,    0m =0.50 j 

Pw=L4mW. Pe=5mW 

Pb=Pr=0.Sttff 

a i =1. 00,    a =0. 50 

0 =0. 50,    0 * =0. 50 

Pw=14tiW. Pe=6mW 

Pb=Pr=0.8uW 

a i =1. 00.    a =0. 50 

0=0.50.    0. =0-00 

Pw=15mW. Pb=Pe=6nW 

[0034] ±Bzmmw\z* &mtm<z>mmm&m*:-c4 
m=n-l,  Pb=Pr ( — ^) tLfcEFMfH 

^L^cfc^tr, s^c^5i^^4^^o^^^tg^r^fa 
^^StCiS^T. 1 - 4fg3i<Di£gT&#(ClB^pJit£-e 

( 2 ^ i ^m\Ztt-?Z> a, ©fit) ,  0 (l£i£m-l 

H^&<!; aRZfG <0'pf£< t h—Jj$:M'P2ltZ><k o & 

ATI Pit© r&gijfiisgj tLTia^L, GAKBAI 

&mt®6 3 - 1 0 3 
454*1, ^i¥2 - 8 7 3 4 4^, &m¥- 2-198 
0 4 0^, ^§3? 3 - 8 8 1 2 4 ^, #P3¥3-2 3 7 
6 5 7 §, l- 2 3 8 5 9 §, #§|?3-3 1 6 
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